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modern sculpture
been like without
Brdncugi?
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orldwide
there are
rank systems
meant to represent different
hierarchies, but also to remind the
people of various names which have entered
the shadows. In the year that has almost ended,
a television channel in Bucharest wanted to find
out, over a number of shows, who is the
greatest Romanian. A bold challenge,
considering the difficulties and paradox of such
a challenge, the personalities voted for were
part of different domains and eras. First place
was won by Steven the Great (1457-1504), the
greatest ruler of Mediaeval Moldavia, victorious
in numerous battles against the Turks, Tartars,
Poles, and the army led by king Matei Corvin,
but also the most important founder of places
of worship dedicated to God. In all and
everything, he was an "Athlete of Christ", as
Pope Sixtus the IVth named him. In this
ranking system, Steven the Great was followed
by King Carol I (1839-1914), the creator of
modern Romania, founder of the Peles Castle in
Sinaia resort, among others. We have
mentioned these personalities, who are so
important for Romanian history, to suggest the
difficulty of our mission to form a group of
important people to be present in the following
pages. If we have missed the most long Iiving
bearers of the sceptre in this part of Europe,
we have made room in the gallery of Romanian
personalities for another ruler: Vlad the
Impaler. The truth is that few Romanians have
managed to gain such a powerful and long
universal impact, like Vlad the Impaler.
Sometimes associated, sometimes copied by
the famous count Dracula, the prototype of the
vampire, the unhappy prince of the Romanian
Province has become a m3rth, worldwide
legend.

t seems that the appeal of such
- terrifying creatures is quite powerful I
I and not only in Romania- if we think of

the
last
communist
dictator of
Romania,
Nicolae Ceaugescu,
whose echo is still
heard in many parts of the
world. However, this is a different story. Of
course, even other people ask themselves
what would the universal heritage have been
like without them. We will answer this
question incompletely; the series of
"portraits" which follows is, unfortunately,
far from a realistic image. It does not
include, due to lack of space, numerous
Romanians whose presence in the universal
awareness is obvious. The fields are
similarly diverse: worldwide famous doctors,
such as Nicolae Paulescu - the discoverer of
insulin-, George Emil Pallade, awarded with
the Nobel Prize, musicians such as pianist
Dinu Lipatti or soprano Angela Gheorghiu or
aviation pioneers such as Aurel Vlaicu,
Traian Vuia and Henri Coandd. Not to
mention numerous athletes whose fame has
prospered, although some have retired from
competition: Nadia Comineci, Ilie Nistase,
Gheorghe Hagi.
hite we mention these names including some short presentations,
in the magazine- we add the truly
special objectives that Romania offers to
international tourism - the Danube Delta and
a third of the mineral water springs of
Europe, the painted monasteries in Bukowina
and the North of Moldavia, the rural milieu
and fascinating traditions - Romania as a
holiday and travel destination is the most
tempting and inspired choice. A new status
for Romania and a certificate of guarantee,
our country expands the tourist space and
riches of the European Union through its
acceptance from the lst of January 2OO7 as a
member with full rights.
Mihai OGBINJI
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Museums
in the Aprse

Coppolo,
Eliode ond
Romonio,
meoning 'Youth
without youth"

The Apuseni Mountoins represent
one of the most chorming regions of
Romonio: os yet pristine noture,
villoges reoching the skies, winters full
of snow, with foiry tole londscopes,
ond worm-heorted people, the
custodions of coptivoting troditions
ond customs. Visitors to this region who especiolly come during the festive
seoson between Chrisfmos ond Telfth

untoins
Night - con visit four recently opened
ethnologicol museums in the villoges
of G6rdo de Sus, Scdrigooro - next tc
which co be seen the fomous
"lceberg" - Arieseni ond Brddesti. ln
this volley of the Aries, but further
down from C6mpeni, con be found
one of the most importont institutions
of this kind in Romonio: the "Pomfil
Albu" ethnologicol museum ot Luplo.

At the beginning of
December, fomous Americon
director Froncis Ford Coppolo
onnounced oi o press conference
the end of his filming " Youth
without youth" ofter o novel
written by Mirceo Eliode. Among
the octors were Tim Roth,
Alexondro Morio Loro, Bruno
Gonz, ond Morcel lures. Filming
storted o yeor ogo, ond the
Director of "The Godfother" spent
oround six months in Romonio, ol
vorious stoges, on wich occosions
he leorned o lot obout the
regions of the country. "The
movie reminds me of my youth
ond Eliode's world is truly
mogicol ond fontostic. I om so
hoppy I hove discovered it", the
fomous director stoted. The
premier of the film is scheduled
for next yeor, filmgoers who ore
fomilior with Eliode's novel will,
of course, be curious to see the
film of Professor Motei's destiny the moin chorocter of "Youth
without youth" - who, hit by
lightning, storts o stronge
odventure through o time tunnel.
On this occosion, Coppolo
declored thot he hos o totolly
different vision from the "Droculo"
film, from the beginning of the
90's, ond thot, impressed by
Eliode, " lwould return onytime to
moke o film bosed on "M6ntuleoso
Street", onother novel by the

outhor of the "History of religions".
+lfi.lolilary in \ouania - Famous Roman ians

The ice Church
winier, lovers of the Fdgdrog Mountoins could find, during the cold
seoson, on ice hotel neor the Boleo cobin ond loke. However, now thot the
cold weother hos returned, there is onother
surprise in store br them. Next trc on lce
Hotel, skiers ond trovellers who orrive here
in the period of wintrer sports con find o
chopel, whose ice oltor hos been blessed
by three Christion denominontions:
Orthodox, Cotholic, ond Evongelist. Untill
the worm period, religious ceremonies will
be held in the chopel every week-end.
Lost

At home with
"new Adam"
i:,

Brancusi
, n 1927 . Constantin ''new
I 1876 1957\ the
I Aau- . as Thomas Mann
called him - requested that a New
York court rule in a situation which
is unforgettable. What had
happened? American customs

officers had labelled his famous

work "Bird in space" as ... a piece
of industrial metal. Moreover. the
hruo experts designated to solve the
"litigation" - sculptors Robert S.
Ayken and Thomas H. James issued a ridiculous conclusion as

well: "Neither art, nor sculpture",
an abuse of normal shape. The
indignation of the Romanian arlist the one who disputed Michelangelo
with the astonishing words "C'est
du biftec" - can easily be imagined.

A paradox perhaps, but the verdict
of the Americans in question should
not surprise us too much. In 1927 ,
Constantin Brdncugi, along with
Pablo Picasso, were already
regarded as the trruo great rebels of
the previous century. In fact, "the
greatest sculptor of the XXth
century" - as Brdncugi was often
named - confronted with any'thing
out of the ordinary. As early as
1910, the writer Alexandru Vlahutd
had rejected the sensational
"innovations". just as later, due to a
sadly narrow minded reaction on
the part of his clients. Brdncugi
would abandon tivo pieces which
he had been commissioned to
create. We are referring to the bust
of general Dr. Carol Davila and the
'llolilarls in \ouawia - Famous Romanians
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" Monument to SPiru Haret " - hvo
{ounders of Romanian modern
education. Even so, the bust of
Carol Davila can be admired in the
yard of the CentralMilitary Hospital"
in Bucharest . On the other hand, of
the Spiru Haret monument conceived not as a classic piece but
as a superb metaPhor - onlY a
fragment remains. The statue, as
Brdncugi was requested to make it,
is to be {ound in Universita{ii Square
in Romania 's caPital, onlY it is the
work of a diiferent sculPtor' Of
course, it is easY for us to smile
when we learn of such events
nowadays. Nonetheless, the imPact
of the pieces of the man "in love
with perfeciion" - to quote Ezra
.

Pound - is disconcerting even today'
There is no doubi, howeveq that to
understand the sculPture that
occupies "the immovable centre of
modern art" - to quote Herbert
Read - to get to know at first hand
the land where Brdncugi was born,
raised and began his Phenomenal
artistic destinY can onlY be an
extremely relevant and pro{itable
endeavour.

to saY such a
journey of discovery
should begin at Hobita. It
was in this village in Gorj county, at
the foot of the Southern
Carpathians, that ihe man who
would become the onlY artist in the
20th century to reach the origin, the
root oi things, on the frontier
beh,veen reality and the sacral (Giulio
eedless
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Carlo Argan). was born on the 19th
of February L876. to a familY of

peasants with many children Hobita
was a settlement of Poor PeoPle

then. with little land. their main
occupation being wood carving' The
father of the sculptor himself was a
carpenler.ln time, Eillen l-ane , an
Irish woman - the onlY woman

Constantin Brdncuqi brought to his
native village - was full of
enthusiasm: "the Peasants make uP
a big {ami1y, in whose bosom I was
weliomed with warmth I have never
come across." As a child BrdncuEi
left Hobita - and at the same time,
forever le{t the fabulous world of the
Romanian village - when he was 11
- L2 years old, {irst spending time in
Targu-Jiu. Tdrgu-Jiu was the closest
citylo Hobita and not only literally:
the peoPle, their occuPations, the
atmosphere of the whole town were

not much diiferent to that oi the
village ihat Brdncugi had just left' In
a shtrt while, he reaches Craiova'
Betv,t een Tdrgu-Jiu, a continuation

of the road milieu, and Craiova, ihe
capital of Oltenia, the difference was
enormous. Craiova was a citY of
landowners and rich merchants, of
proud and refined intellectuals who

.trdind in western countries, and
were uP-to-date wiih the news and
ideas oi the time. At Craiova,
Brdncugi begins as an apprentice at
a restaurant. He definitely enjoyed
the regard and aPPreciation of the
owneiand his friend, since theY
supported him financiallY so he

an it be a prank played by
destiny? It's hard to
believe, since, during all
this time, reminding him of his
pieces in Tdrgu-Jiu made him happy

could reach Bucharest, where he
would take the classes of the
Institute of Fine Arts, as an eminent
student. Afterwards, in 1904,
Brdncugi settles in Paris after
receiving a scholarship offered by
the Romanian state. Here he would
cause a true revolution in sculpture,
and in the arts in general. In full
creative adventure, the brilliant artist
maintained a permanent bridge
behveen Paris and his native
country - in spite of small
disagreements with certain
dignitaries of the time. While it was
:n Craiova. Brdncugi started the
S:n,rol of Arts and Trades at 18
same time, his great
':C. at the
-:-aairon - in the museum of
l.:enia s capital the "Child's

:l:ad . "Vitelius" or "Thigh"

:.?:es can all be found - it was in

-.:gu Jiu he would reach his
..gee.ln this first town of his
:,.escence. between 1937 and
v3S. the eccentric "Parisian" :.:se motto was "To createllke a
-:,:. io command like a King, to
,:., .ike a slave" - created his
"''-:-.:mental pieces "Table of
: ":.:e'. "Gate of the Kiss" and
: -.:.ess Column." An ensemble
.

-.:r

Brdncusi called "Trigemenea"

:,:.::s). After this monumental
;., - :.eosis of the trilogy in Tdrgu- - -:e demiurge allowed himself to
'... For h.r,,o decades, in proud and
.,,:: ;oy. Brdncugi studied his old

every lime. Moreover, not few were
the times when he would urge those
close to him and his admirers: "visit
our place, in Romania , to see the
people, the places... Go and see
what I have succeeded in creating in
Tdrgu-Jiu." Indeed, it was here that
the succeeded in giving eternity and
infinity, silence, and the kiss a face,
he succeeded in allowing the humancreator to reach the gates of the
sl<y... Who could do more than that?

It is useless to say - it is impossible
to list - that the Romanian artist's
sculpfure caused, beyond a

fi[tra"r
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pieces more than anything else,
pieces that were kept in his
workshop, whose surfaces he would
polish now and again or else
adjusting their pedestals
continuously. From the great
upsurge of his genius, which was
quieted in Tdrgu-Jiu - as a supreme
testament - and until his death
(which took place in March 7957),
Brdncugi enriched his legacy only
with three "Birds in Space", a new
version of the "Seal", the "Flying
Turtle" and enlarged models, in

plasteq of the "Rooster". ..

"realignment" of contemporary art,
unending exegeses, shldies,
monographs, exhibits, evocations.
Not to mention the continuous
publication of albums of his work or
that the large museums of the world
that possess some work of Brdncugi,
have aces up there sleeves, so to say,
because of it.

The following thing is certain: any
gesfure - no matter what its
connotation or "reach" - is
incomplete, if not precarious, without
the inclusion of the origin of
Brdncugi's genius. It is without doubt
that guests who willtravel the
"Romanian itinerary" of the sculptor Hobita, Tdrgu-Jiu, Craiova, Bucharest
- will encounter, besides the
pieces preserved in
Romania, a multifude of
details of an unusualrural
cMlisation, which only aan
artist o{ genius such as
Constantin Brdncugi could
synthesise down to its
wonderful essence. We can
only add the following: in

1968, Sidney Geist included
204 pieces of Brdncugi's art
(in plaster, clay, stone,
marble, bronze, steel, wood)
in the list he was compiling.
Subsequently - something

which is stillpossible another piece was discovered
in Romania : "Girl's head",
"stone" dating to 1908.
Otherwise, in Brdncu$i's
words, "You don't know
what I am leaving you..."

Matei BROD
lholibay iu llouauia - Famous Romanians l7

Music without
frontiers

f we were to talk about the
number of geniuses that the
Moldavian region has offered to
our country and to the world, the
number would be imPressive.
Eminescu, Creangd, Sadoveanu are
only a few examples in the field of
culture. and George Enescu completes
the gamut of the arts, taking the
musical notes of his birth place to the
most prestigious concert halls of the
wor1d. The fairy-tale landscapes of the
Village of Liveni (near Dorohoi) and
the folldore of the fiddlers of the folk

-I
I
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music bands of those times marked his
childhood and artistic destiny. Born in
1881. Enescu developed his musical
abilities from a very earlY age, like
Mozart, and embraced the carreer of
musician. The famous musician, Pablo
Casals, said, about him that he was
"the most amazing musician since
Mozart". He was alreadY PlaYing the
violin at only 4 years of age, and at 5
years of age he gave his first concert,
and was remarked bY Eduard
Caudella, was to also become his first
professor. He studied at the
Conservatory in Vienna and
completed his studies in Paris. his
compositions cover all musical forms
and genres, but especially was to folk
traditions, to which he gives a modern
dimension. The Romanian Poem
(7897), the two Romanian RaPsodies
(1901, 7902), the Orchestral Series
(the Village, especiallY) and The
Symphonies include PoPular

Romanian themes and motifs, an
opportunity for music lovers at the
beginning of the 20th century to
beiome acquainted with of the deeP
spirit of Romanian traditional fields'
Enescu is being noiiced abroad, as
well as Romania, he became a friend

of the RoyalHouse, Queen Elizabeth
(Carmen Sylvia) often invited him to
Sinaia to hold concerts' Until around
the First World War, Enescu travels
back and forth from Bucharest to
Paris (and other European Capitals),
being invited bY the great
philharmonics, charming the

and then marriage to Princess Maria
Cantacuzino (Maruca). Their affair,
marked by reconciliations and quarrels,
suffering and love, since Maruca was an
eccentric: she was the only person who

audiences with his creations and
performances, because the great
composer was also one of the most

accomplished violinists of the century.
Moreover, this aspect of his activity
must be emphasised: as he was a
virtuoso violinist, a fact rarely

would welcome Queen Mary while
lying in bed. In the end, they married
with Enescu taking care of her while
she was ill, and with Maruca staying
next to him in the days of the
musician's sufferings, until he passed
away, on the 5th of May 1955, ln

discussed, Enescu used to receive

standing ovations at his conceds, and
was often invited to perform alongside
the great names of the age, Pablo
Casalas, Richard Strauss, Alfredo
Casella, Gabriel Faure, Alfred Cortot,
Jacques Thibaud etc. After the war,
the Romanian musician was to

Paris.

Enescu, after the Comunists came to

"emigrate" to the United States,
where he was assigned to conduct
some of the great orchestras in
Philadelphia and New York. He tries
his powers in the educational domain,
being the master of some exceptional
violinists: Christian Ferras, Ivry Gitilis,
Ida Haendel, Dinu Lipatti, Arthur
Grumiaux and Yehudi Menuhin, the
latter considering him a spiritual

father: "For me Enescu will always be
one of the genuine wonders of the
world. His character and figure are
engraved into my soul like a tree or a
mountain in Sinaia. The strong roots
and the nobility of his soulcome from
his own country, a country of peerless
beauty". In 1913 Enescu established
the award which now bears his name,
in a festival which, over years, would
come to be called Geroge Enescu and
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which has today reached the XVIIIIh
edition; he is also one of the founders
of the Society of Romanian
Composers, being its first president in
1920. Along with Tudor Arghezi,
Gala Galaction, Jean Steriadi he

would establish the Culh-rral
Association Astra, and during the First
World War he held concerts for the
benefit of the wounded and war
orphans.
George Enescu was a dandy,
welcome in every salon of the Capital,
and appreciated by the political and
cultural elite until the Second World
War. Of great fame was also his affair

power, went into exile in France,
because he did not want his music to
support them.
eorge Enescu's activity as a
composer is extremely diverse
and, except for the
aforementioned works, we have to
mention Oedipus, considered by
worldwide musicians to be his main
creation, a fact also confirmed by the
its frequent staging all over the world
and in Romania. Andrei $erban
produced it, some years ago, in
Bucharest. Enescu was a member of
the Romanian Academy, an associate
member of the French Academy, an
honorable member of the International
House of New York. institution founded
by John D Rokeffeler and H Dodge,
member of the Academy of Be[1e Arte
in Paris. Nowadays, the village where
he was born is named after him (the
village where there is also a memorial
house). Similarly, the most prestigious
Philharmonic in Romania, the one in
the Capital, bears his name. Although
he live as an exile in Paris, Enescu
beqreathed to Romania, in his will, the
Cantacuzino Palace, which was his
residence during his marriage to
Maruca Cantacuzino, for it to be used
as the headquarters of the Composers
Union, a fact which has happened. His
worldwide prestige was so great that,
unlike the treatment they gave to other
Romanian personalities abroad, the
communist authorities of the times did
not dare desecente his name, for when
he died, the Great NationalAssembly
decided to implement the George
Enescu International Competition and
grant five scholarships which would
bear the name of the master.
Nowadays, as it is well known, as in
past times, George Enescu is a national
and international "brand", his music
can be heard in concerts all over the
world. The number of researchers and
books, on his work is impressive.
!4olilayr in llouat+ia- Famous Romanians
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The singer
of the Banat
rcglon
o

6-he beautiful region o{ Banat.
I with its music and traditions,
I *ut Ui.Lnplace and insPiration
B61a Bart6k. a Romanian
composer of Hungarian origins.
Born in Sdnnicolau Mare in 1881,
Bartok studied the piano and
composed in Slovakia, afterwards at
the RoyalAcademy of Music in
Budapest. Although he would finish
his studies in the former AustroHungarian Empire, the Romanian
composer would be attracted, in his
creations, by the folklore of Banat.
After working at the Science
Academy of BudaPest, he emigrated
to America, where he become a
music professor at the prestigious
Columbia University. Influenced in
his adolescence by Brahms, Wagner,
Liszt and Debussy, he made his
debut in 1904, with the SYmPhonic
Kossuth Poem, but he was not to
prove his originaliiy until after he
finishe his studies of the Romanian,
Hungarian and gypsy folk music.
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The result of these studies was the
Allegro Barbaro Piano Concert
(1911) and the Romanian Piano folk
dances (1915). His Passion for
folklore led him, together with
composer Zoltan KodalY, to write a
book about Romanian, Hungarian,
Serbian, Croatian,Turkish and even
North African folklore traditions,
comprising over ten thousand songs,
an opus published in 12 volumes.
Although he excelled as a Pianist,
Bela Bartok composed a series of six
string quartets, a creation considered
unique in its own way, a fact which
determined George Enescu to
organise a concert \n 1924
dedicated compietely to the creations
of Bartok, accompanYing him on the
piano. His concert for the violin and
orchestra, composed in 1943, was
considered to be an excePtional
work, and Yehudi Menuhin himself
interpreted it for ihe first time.
Although he was renowned in the
Austro- Hungarian region, especially

after publishing the book with

folklore songs, B61a Bart6k had
various problems with the authorities
of the time: his belligerani attitude,
the fact that he wanted to fuse
nationalism with the new musical
mentality, quickly made him
irresistible. The Palette of his
creations is very rich and diverse. We
must mention here, aPart from the
aforementioned compositions, some
of the works which made him a
member of the Pantheon of great
musicians: "Bagatele" (1907),
"Portraits" (1908), "Bluebeard's
Castle" (1911), the "Wooden Prince
pantomime (7977), "The Miraculous
Manadarin" (1919), "The Profane
Cantata" (1930), "sonata for two
pianos and percussion" (1937),
;'Concerto for violins nr 2 (1936). Ill
with leukemia. Bela Bartok died on
the 26lh of September 1945, in Nelt
York, but he will remain, through the
soul of his exceptional music, close to
the region where he was born'

0utside
normal
standards
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n August 1995. Sergiu Celibidache
died in France, wich had been his
pnrrnunnnt home. Music lovers
- and not only

from all over the world
they

-

still remember this ledendary

Romanian conductor today with the
same emotion. Celi, as the Germans
called him, passed throughout the years
through the most amazing and uplifting
musicalstates, from Munich and Berlin,
to Sh-rttgart and Koln. Not to mention
other large musical centres in Europe,
across the Atlantic or in Japan. A
Rudolf Sharping, President of the
Ministers' Council in 7992, arfi
awarded him the Order of Merit of &;;
the Renania-Palatinat Land.
Before this decoration, he had
been, since 1979, a member of
the Fine Arts Academy in Munich
and then the owner of the
"Munich Shines" medal. as wellas

L'
?

e

e

.8.

the Great Cross of Merit with a Star of
the Merit Order of the Federal German
Republic (7992) and the Great Order of
Merit of Bavaria.
"l cannot be appreciated by normal
standards," as the master defined
himself, and on October 9th,7996,
when Cristian Ude, the GeneralMayor
of the city of Munich, uttered at the
meeting of the Municipal Council: "We
bow our heads before one of the
greatest conductors of this cenh-rry".
The gesfure was one hundred percent
German. In other words, honed
and direct, without pleasantries or
other small-talk. An abrupt
gratihrde before a value which,
beyond the frissons and
exasperation he caused, over
time, for the inhabitants of
Munich, remains enough for
oneself to not be corroded by

llolilary iu \ouania - Famous Romanians
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whatever other jr-mctures. The Germans
knew hcw to show their admiration of

him to the end...
Born in Roman. a citY in the hearl o{
Moldova, on 11th of JvJg 7972,
Celibidache would spend his childhood
in Iassy, where he took his {irst piano
lessons. After music. philosophy and
mathematics courses, which he
took in Bucharest. the 23 Year
old went to Berlin to studY
composition at lhe Music
Academy. He began to
conduct hruo years later under

Walter Gmeindl. subsequentlY
taking a doctoraLe in music.
t the end of the Second World
War. Celibidache was named
temporary conductor of the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, and then.
behveen 1962 and 7972. o{ the
Stockholm Radio Orchestra, anci again in
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Germany betri.,een 7972-1977 . atthe
desk of the Radio Orchestra in Strttgan

H"alb, Irom1979

r-u-rtil

his death

-

- he was the
Philharmonic
Murrich
the
conductor of
conducted tl
he
also
DLring all this time
RoyalOrchestra in Copenhagen. the
Scala Orchestra in Milan and the one o
the Fenice Theatre in Venice, he gave
many con{erences and lectures on
musicology and conducted both ilr
Germany as well as France, Italy and t1-'
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United States.
He had an ulusualstYle in the ar1
conducting, which made him
legendary in the concerl world.
After 1989. he retr-rned to Romania
conducting a fabulous concert at the
Romanian Athenaeum. Two years late:
Sergiu Celibidache received the title of
"Doctor Honoris Causa" of the Arts
Academy and honorary cllizen of Iassy

Vissi d'arte,
vissi d'amore
^ woman of fine features, with
A , genLle anci generous
I \expression, a full bodied
woman. dressed in silk - which made
the woman beautiful at that timethis is how one of the most famous
performers of the similarly famous
''Tosca", appears in a photograph, in
the Puccini opera that is just as
charming today as it was then. It was
the beginning of the century and
-urear- 14th of January 1900- when
the love story between Cavaradossi
and Tosca began its road to the
ivorld's opera halls. The first show.
.rp to the first half, did not promise a
guaranteed public success, as
charming as tenor Emilio de Marchi
and baritone Eugenio Giraldoni tried

to be. At a key moment, in the
middle of the second act, the
Romanian soprano was given the
new music parts to perform and
enlighten the audience. "l can still
see Hariclea Darcl6e" - as one
newspaper reported "ll Messangero"
in an article by the critic Lodi sitting up from amongst the pillows
with tears on her cheeks and
beginning the aria " Vissi d'arte, vissi
d'amore", the prayer of one of those
sublime desolations which, in a
wordless moment. frees the soul of
the singer from the struggle of
artistic creation, for the joy of the
audience. She had unforgettable
accents, to each phrase, each word
came from the heart; her wonderful
voice had unique vibrations,
irresistible gentleness. A rustle of
concern was transmited to the
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public... The closeness of triumph
could be felt, the unstoppable
moment could be felt, which
prefaces the burst of enthusiasm.
With the last musical phrase... a cry
from the hall. The public were
standing, applauding frenetically. "
Puccini chose Hariclea Darcl1.e for
the main role for a reason. And it
was also for a reason that, with her
aesthetic refinement, the Romanian
insisted, after reading the part
("Tosca" was composed on the
banks of the Torre del Lago lake, in
a romantic atmosphere, in the
darkness of the mirror of the water)
a central aria should be created, a
node of force which would
concentrate all of the essence of this
creation and the composer perfectly
understood and was submissive, and
invented " Vissi d'arte..." which is,
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perhaps, the most inspired vibration
in the contents of his creations.
ariclea Darcl1e was around
40 years old at the time.
She was at the pinnacle of
her career, after her triumph in the
tour of South America with "La
Boheme", after she was applauded
due to the premier of Mascagni's
opera "lris". Years ago - in January
of 1889- the famous Gounod was

the one who presented her to the
stage of the Great Opera House in
Paris, and he also picked the
pseudonym of Darclee. In the
creations of the one who composed
"Faust", Hariclea sang the roles of
Margaret and Juliet, the latter in the
creation that transposed
Shakespeare's tragedy. She was, as
the poet Vasile Alecsandri hurried to
comment to the people of the
country, " still a Romanian star in
the sky of arts".
She was born on the banks of the
Danube, in Brdila, on the 10th of
June 1860. She was named Hariclea
Haricly. Like aliwealthy family girls,
she was sent to study at an institute
in Vienna, a city where music was
queen. Married afterwards to captain
Iorgu Hartulari, travelling to a few
cities, where the garrison of her
husband would move, Hariclea, took
the road to Paris in 1885, hoping
that in the capital of France the
destiny as a singer she dreamt at
141l+olilailt
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would come about. This was what
happened. Her d6but, supervised by
Gounod, helped by the advice of
baritone Faure. signified the start of
her luminous career. Hariclea
Darcl6e sang in Italy, where she was
applauded and turned into a star of
the bel-canto, but also in Russia- in
Saint Petersburg and Moscow, in
Spain - Madrid, Lisbon, in
Constantinople. Her repertoire,
included "Ernani","Traviata", "
Aida", "Trubadurul", " Lucretia

Borgia", " Condor", but she
approached the new trend brought
by Wagner: she appeared in the first
presentation of "Tannhauser" at La
Scala in Milan.
She was always proud of her
origins. She organised, using her own
money, tours throughout Romania;

she supported young Romanian
singers struggling to be noticed, she
was one of the artists who establishec
the Romanian Opera House.
In 1936, when she was 76 years
old, she returned to her country. The
fate of great artists is not always a
celebration. The diva, glorified on so
many stages of the world, passed
away in 1939, lonely, poor, escorted
to the Bellu cemetery by a small group
of people, amongst them her son,
composer Ion Hartulari Darcl6e...

prestigious international
singing festival competition,
which bears her name begun by another great Romanian
soprano Mariana Nicolescu - has
been held in Brdila, the city where
Hariclea Darclle was born, since

7995.

\fuur path is
alien to our feet
he tragic and romantic destiny
of a young girl whose
intelligence and beauty were
brutally interrupted in the prime of the
her life.
We are refer to Iulia Hasdeu. born
on the 2ndof November 1869, who
died of tubercolosis when barely
ninenteen. Her death created greai
commotion at the time: an impressive
number of Romanians attend the
iuneral of this splendid young girlwho,
decades later was to endure as a myth.
She was tha daughter of the great
philologist. historian and writer Bogdan
Petriceicu Hagdeu, a scholar of
international prominence and a
rnember of many European academies
and societies. The legend relates that
the Hagdeu family was of princely
descent. Iulia Hagdeu's mother was a
native of Transylvania. Her godfather
rvas IC Brdtianu ,a famous politician
and one of the founders of the
modern Romanian state. Iulia spent
her childhood in Bucharest, in the
building of the State Archives,
surrounded by books. in an
atmosphere full of warmth.
Prominent figures would call on her
father, by that time director of the
State Archives. Iulia was an
amazingly precocious child. She could
already recite poems in German and
French at the age of three. She had
barely reached the age of eight when
she brilliantly graduated by cumulative
assessment from elementary school.
Iulia proved to be outstandingly gifted
not only in foreign languages, but also
in music and drawing. She was to pass
her high school examinations with
flying colours, obtaining maximum
grades and astonishing her teacher.
Iulia Hasdeu continued her studies in
Paris, first at Savigne College, then at
the Sorbonne,belneen 1881 and
1BBB, the year when the disease
proved to be stronger than her body,
exhausted with so much work.
She managed to impress both her
French professors and colleagues
profundly. She constantly subjected
herself to hard work, as though she felt

there was not much time left to her.
She would begin studying at four
o'clock in the morning and would go
to bed after midnight. She mastered
Greek and Latin, and was advancing in
her studies of philosophy, history and
philology. Iulia Hasdeu was preparing
to pass her examination for a doctor's
degree, with a topic whose difficulty
even nowadays is daunting: "The
unwritten Literature and Philosophy of
the Romanian people, Metaphysics,
Logic, Psychology, Ethics". She was to
become, at the age of trruenty, the first
woman at the Sorbonne to take an
Arts degree. To all this we should add
the fact that she had a wondeful voice
that she had cultivated taking canto
Iessons, and her talent as a pianist was
remarkable. She had a great painting

skills and was praised by her Paris
teacher, the famous portrait painter
Diogene Maillart, who left the last and

moving image of Iulia. This frantic
ascent was suddenly broken off by the
merciless disease. In the fall of 1888,
Iulia Hasdeu lay dying in Bucharest in
one of the rooms of the building of the
State Archives, while her father stood
by her side in a state of despair. In a
letter addressed to the German
philologist H. Schucharot, he was to
share with the latter some of his
terrible feelings: "He who is writes to
you now is a dead man. I no longer
exist for science or for my country. My
sole aim is to publish, as soon as
possible, the posihumous writings of
my Iulia, who has left a collection of
real jewels, both in prose and poetry,
to be put together in at least three
volumes".

"Bourgeons d'awil", "Chevalerie" and

"Th6atre" appeared in print be\xeen
1889 and 1890 in Paris published by
the Hachette, and were edited by the
great scholar. Al1 these works are proof
even today of the fact that Iulia Hagdeu
would have developed into a remarkable
literary talent. This young girlof genius
was a great patriot in all her conceptions
and writtings. The landscapes of the
refined romanticism that she described,
and the characters of her stories, bear
names, geshrres and thoughts inspired
by her homeland. "Dear God", she
wrote in a letter, "how happy I shallbe
to breathe in the air of my dear country
and to be able to see a corner, no matter
how tiny, of its blue sky". She did not
come back home, but went on her way
to death. Her burialvault in Bellu
cemetery was built, as Bogdan
Petriceicu Hagdeu relates in this book
entitled "Sic cogito", following the
spiritualcommunication he had with
his daughter. It stined up a great
sensation at the time through the
singularity of its construction, in which
religious, philosophical and
metaphysical conceptions blended and
created a veritable mirage. Through a
minor system, the image of Christ
could be seen endlessly multiplied from
the central lane of the cemetery. The
burial vault was left in a state of decay
during the Communist regime. as was
Cdmpina castle which Bogdan Petriceicu
Hasdeu had erected to the memory of
Iulia, to be temple for communication
with the deceased. The scholar himself
was to die there in 1.907 ,lonely and
forgotten by all. The edifice is currently
being renovated and one of its wings has
been recently opened to become a part
of a museum dedicaded to the Hadeu
family. It willcertainly come as an
enchantment for the visitors, through its
exquisiteness, now at the end of a
millenium of turmoil. Willthe line wr:itten
by Ir-rlia Ha$eu a cenhrry ago be a
savation to us?

"Set your spirit beyond this world,
Set your dream far away
Your pearl is alien to our wave
Your path is alien to our feet".
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The Unreliable
Wandercr
he port of Brdila and the large Danube, a culh-rral and
geographic area where, debarked from the deck of a
sailing ship, the exotic and spicy orient reveals itself: a
fabulous area where the "wanderer" Panait Istrati (18841935)was born. His destiny, compared to that of those other
"superb vagabonds", Jack London and Maxim Gorki, took
him to the Middle East, but also the hrmulh,rous West, to
Switzerland, Italy and France. Attracted from his youth by the
mirage of the exotic, with shalwars and turbans. Panait Istrati
stows away on a ship and wanders the sands, bazaars and
cafes of Egypt, Lebanon, Damascus, Istanbul and Beirut. He
becomes a cosmopolitan, travelling both ihe orient and
Europe, but refurns to Romanian soil, taking on temporary
jobs in Bucharest, Constan{a and Brdila. His inadaptable and
rebellious nafure, combined with an incurable disease
tubercr-rlosis which would killhim. make him the voice of the

I

oppressed.
He beccame a friend of Romain Rolland, Nikos Kazanizakis
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(the author of the famom Zorbathe Greek), HenriBarbusse
fihe Fire), and socialists anerywhere, who would encourage :
work. His literary career, was to will prove exceptional, bega
1923, with the publicatrion in the magazine Europe (France
Chirei Chiralina. with aprelace written Romain Rolland,
entitled A Balkan Gorki. Other novels and stories will followe
which, through the exotic world that they porlrayed, through.
the passionate nafure of the characters and through the hr-ur

pathos they emitted, would bring him acknowledgement and
strengthen his name as an original and profound writer.
Neranfuia, Cosma, Mo9 Anghel, Haiducii, Ciulinii Bardgantrii
and Thuringer House, In the world of the Meditelranean are
wortr<s that were printed in numerous copies and editions bor
in France as well as in Romania. He will spend his entire life
travelling and writing, alternating periods as a journalist
profor-mdly concerned with the pain of the masses and
oppressed with periods spent in sanatoria, to treat the illness.
'n 1927
that was destroying him. For 16 months, beginning
together with Nikos IGtzanzakis, he woLrld travel through the
USSR, the resr-rlt oi his travels being a book. Vers l'autue flar
in which the text "Confessions of a defeated man" is also
inserted. Istrati was surprised by the existing differences behrue
what he thought of life in the USSR and the reality he found
there,he was horrified by the magnitude of the personality ci
"There is a gangrene that is eating away at the communist
dictatorship, placed in the service of a caste - the nomenclatt
The rationale of the book is to apply a hot iron to the absces
that completely cover the body of the Revolution and among
which one, which I will describe later. hit me in the face,
flooding me with the infection I stillwear now on my cheek.
"
poisoning my efstence.
anait Istrati is the creator of a charactet Adrian
Zograift. an alter ego, for the character is a
wanderer on three continents, among various
cMlisations and places, but is also a messenger of the wor
of stories and the bearer of an exceptional destiny. Panait
Istrati's work reflects the dramatic accent of man fighting
life: his heroes try to dominate their existence, some
succeeding, but with the price of much suffering, because.
as Aeschylus says, it is necessary "to suffer to understand.
The rebellious spirit, of a cosmopolitan. of "a man who
adheres to nothing," will place him in conflict even with h
socialist friends in France, especially with Henri Barbusse.
who was to accuse him wrongfully of being an agent of th
Sigurantza (Secret Police). Tuberculosis will end his life at
50, in 1935, but in his wake an exotic and wonderful
world, full of oriental scents, an painted in Chira and
Neran{ula, in his fabulous stories, on the border behveen
reality and mythology, stories in which Romania spreads
into the whole world through its characters, who set off in
sailing ships from the unreal Porto Franco Brdila, will alwa
remain on paper.
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The father of the
History of Religions

ircea Eliade ended his
journey on Earth, before
stepping over the sixteenth
Iustrum. He left as in one of Blaga's
poems "seen - unseen in blue", as
trough he had to be absorbed into the
shinning tail of the comet, which
might showed itself in its sacred cycle.
Might it be merely a coincidence, but
one of those epiphanies in the
labyrinth of which a spell has been
buried? We will not be able to
decipher these questions and, in fact,
another, no less troubling question, at
once rises with the disappearance of
the one who wrote " The History of
Religious Beliefs and ldeas"; trying to
enter the depths of, the origin of the
universe and civilization. has the
scientist found an answer? He once
created a memorable image regarding
the courage of man to " bite more
and more out of immorlality",
defining immortality not as a "postmortem survival, but a continuous
situation which man creates for
himself and for which he prepares
and in wich he participates from this

moment, in this world". These are
words which I can use to decipher the
mystery of destiny. Man has
encountered it, has lived, humanly,
humbly, but has prepared a great
adventure of knowledge which has
begun and has always kept his
Romanian roots.
ety,teen Chicago, were he
died. and his home city,
Bucharest, time made only
kept in a little shell. The
step,
one
he
has remained Romanian
fact that
in his soul, his thoughts and
expression - his pages of literature ,
the Journal, Autobiography or
Prolegomena regarding Compared
History of Religions, written in
Romanian- represent the most
accurate and authentic which can be
remembered about Mircea Eliade. To
those who have eulogised his
creation, worldwide, Eliade was "
Romanian, a poet and scientist", as
Georges Dumezilnamed him. In
1980, prefacing the Romanian
edition of the novel volume " In

Dionis's garden". Mircea Eliade

presented, touching upon moments of
his adolescence, his passion for
chemistry, with the laboratory built in
the attic: " The journey of the five
beetles in the world of red ants". a
story in which he would fantasise
about his first entomological
discoveries, "The novel of the Miopic
adolescent", an ambitious enterprise
which under takes to trace the
"transformations of the times as
sincerely and as exactly as possible".
How often, afterwards, reading the
pages in which he was searching for
the ages and hidden geographical
places of cobwebs of myths, did he
listen to the voices of his childhood
and first youth?
orn in 7907 . in Bucharest,
he lived like his generation in
the atmosphere that would
later witness the unification of Greater
Romania in 1918, a country whose
unleashed national energies would
cause talent and work force to flourish
under the sign of unification. Those still
surprised by the dimensions and the
vastness of the gamut of work that

,"ffEs.
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Mircea Eliade left behind him. can find
an explanation in his early years.
Graduation of his hlgh school studies
would find the "miopic adolescent" in
intense spirifual ferment, hard-working
and perfectly conscious of his chosen
road in life... "l wass aware that I had
tr.vo or three vocational callings. .. "
From now on his tracks were like the
course of a rivet with apparent
sinuosity, with sure and deep channels.
He enrolls in the Bucharest University
of literature and philosophy; he travels
to study in Italy and Switzerland; in
7928he travels to India, to take his
doctorate in oriental philosophy and
Sanskrit literature; he studies four
terms at the University of Calcutta, he
continued his studies in Benares and in
the Rishikesh monastery in the
Himalayas. These are the years when
he writes "Aspects of Indian
philosophy" (7929), " Contributions to
the philosophy of yoga" (1931),
"Asian alchemy" (1935). " Folldore as
an instnrment of knowledge" (1937), "
Cosmology and Babylonian alchemy"
(1939), " Metallurgy, magic and
alchemy) (1939), amongst many other
works which anticipate the profile of
the historic scholar of cultures and
cMlisations, of mythology and
religions. His contributions to foreign

fil
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were published: " Return from
Heaven" (1934), " The Serpent"
(7937), and in 1936 and 7940 the
fantasy novels " Miss Christina" and "
The Secret of doctor Honig Berger". "
Evidently, the courses I studied
beginning in 7945, at the Ecole des
Hautes Etudes (Sorbona) and, after
7956, at the University of Chicago,
made me reduce my literary
actMty...", Mircea Eliade confesses the writer who willalso create the story
" With the glpsies" (1969), or in
the1980 novel " Noaptea de

hroughout this period and
later, the cultural treasure ol
the world continues to
receive the glow of his restless spirit.
discoverer of roads in the secret
abyss of myths and symbols of
human civilisation. The monumental
works of Mircea Eliade have
represented for a long time the new
bible of contemporary times.
Alongside great names like Thomas
Mann, Ezra Pound, Celine, Borges,
to mention just some of those closer
to our era- the famous European
publication " L'Herne" dedicated one
of its books to the personality of
Mircea Eliade. The Romanian
scientist was a member of the
"Eranos" club alongside Jung,
Sholem, Suzuki, Tuci, Radin, and
Corbin, which united at one time, in
Switzerland, great personalities of
world culture.
"Just like Jung discovered that
incognito soil of the origins" - Gilbert
Durand wrote - "giving birth" to
individual psychism, Eliade's work,
volume after volume, discovers the
secret kept for so long in the sphere
of magic through his intense creation
of discovering the secrets of myth
through positivism, be it even

Sanziene".

religious.

magazines, such as his doctorate thesis
" Yoga essai sur les origins de la
mystique indiene" (1936), created.
even in that period, the international
prestige which was to grow and secure
him a special aura in the world of
specialists. From the beginning to the
end, the scientist was always doubled
by the writer. Literature was for Mircea
Eliade a way to Iree the tensions of his
rigorous spirit, an escape into a world
where he wove reality, dreams and
fantasy together. When he was 23
years old he wrote " Isabel and the
waters o[ the devil", " a semiautobiographical novel". In 1933 he
would gain readers with the famous
and exotic "Maitreyi". Then his novels

..

"

The skeptic
on duty
"A writer banned under communism, Emil Cioran was a
brilliant essayist and abrasive moralist of existential and
social-political reality, all the more so since he was
considered a "deserter", because the Romanian had chosen
exile and settled in the "free world", in Paris. the cultural
capital par excellence.

orn in 1911 in Rdginari. on ihe edge of Sibiu, in
splendid pastoral area, compared to paradise on
Earth, whose memory was to linger nostalgically
throughout his whole life, Cioran left this area early in [ife,
at the age of 10, when he started high school in Sibiu.
These were the years were when he read philosophical
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works written by almost allthe famous authors:
Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Soloviov, Balzac, Eminescu. Thus
the rebelteenager heads to the Literature and Philosophy
Faculty. enrolling in 1928, in the classes of the University of
Bucharest. As a sh-rdent he assiduously read Kant, Fichte.
Hegel, Bergson. Husserl and other philosophers and
iheoreticians, but also Shakespeare, Dostoievsky,
Baudelaire, Proust, who marked him forever and who would
be the ideational substance of his first published books (At
the Neights of Despair, in 1934, and The Book of
Delusions, in 1936).
e graduated in 7932, received a Humboldt
scholarship and arrived in Germany, where he
encountered another world - of nationalist ideas,
dominated by Hitlerism which was on the rise - which was
to make him sympathise with the Iron Guard movement of
Corneliu Zelea Codreanu. The cult of the elite, the
Messianic role of the intellecfuals in saving the nation are
ideas present in the famous book "The Transfiguration of
Romania" (1936), one of Cioran's most virulent writings, in
which the author is indignant that he belongs to a small
country with a mediocre destiny, for whom he wishes to
play a mystic ro1e, to awaken the consciousness and vitality
of the people, imagining a "Romania with the destiny of
France and the population of China. .. "
Returning to Romania in 1936, he willtake up a
position as a Philosophy Teacher at the "Andrei $aguna"
High School in Bragov. an uncomfortable position due to
the rigours of the education system and the personal
conceptions on life, history, politics, ar1, fed especially by
the meetings at Capsa with the writers of the generation:
Mircea Eliade, Eugen Ionescu, Nae Ionescu, Benjamin
Fondane, Victor Brauner non-conformist personalities,
famous in the era, grouped around the "Criterion"
magazine. So that he also tried to escape from a Balkan
area, as many other illustrious figures of the time, and he
succeeded in reaching Paris, with a scholarship to the
2oll.lolilavt in llouania - Famous
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French Institute, entering a different culfural milieu.
ven though, in the meantime, in Romania, his
books Tears and Saints (1937) and The Twilight of
Thoughts (1940), would be published, Emil Cioran
decided to remain in Paris for good, even though his
financial situation was not too good: he lives in cheap hotels
in the Laiin Quarter and visiis various places in search of
literary meetings with French intellectuals. When his
scholarship comes to on end, in 7945, Cioran reaches the
"heights of despair" being poor and unknown in Pais life,
after failed attempts to convince the publishing houses to
publish his work, surviving with great difflculty.
Only in 7949 does he succeed in publishing his first
French book (Pr6cis de decomposition - Treaty on
Decomposition) at the Gallimard Publishing House, which
would publish "the moralist from Rdsinari" consistently from
now on. Beginning to be successfulwlth the critics, but not
yet with the public (so the sale of the smallnumber of copies
printed will not bring him a great income), he becomes an
"proteg6" of French culh-re, and the books he will publish in
Paris (The Temptation to Exist, in 7952, History and Utopia.

in 1960, The Fallinto Time, in 7964, The Evil Demiurge,
On the incovenience of beign Born, in 1973, Admiration
Excercises, in 1986 etc.) will cause the occupant of the
famous garet a the Sth floor near Odeon Theatre, shrffed
with books and manuscripts, to be came known.

verwhelmed by literary glory in the latter part of
his life, fawned over by the Fronde youth and
non-conformist intellecfuals from everywhere,
Cioran will be repaid with prestigious awards (Rivarol.
Sainte-Beuve, Combat, Nimier), which he refuses,
remaining indifferent to any form of publicity.
Considered one of the most brilliant essayists and French
moralists, but rejected by the communist authorities in
Romania, Emil Cioran left to posterity an originalwork of
uncontested value, whose negative style became a symbol
for him. Stating painfultruths in a radicalway, with a
lucidity pushed to paroxysm, he made a generalisation mark
of his personal obsession for the entire generation and
modern society. Rediscovered in Romania after 1990,
thanks to the Humanitas Publishing House run by
philosopher Gabriel Liiceanu (who stayed in touch with
Cioran during the years of communist persecution as well),
he regains the place which he deserves in the native literary
pantheon.

Adina BARANOVSCHI

The Romanian Sentiment of bein
contemporany
and friend of
Eliade, Ionescu
and Cioran, philosopher
Constantin Noica (19091987) had a tragic destiny,
full of dramatic years,
which stopped a spiritual
ascendancy which in
normal conditions would
have been truly
spectacular. After graduating from the
Faculty of Literature and Philosophy in
Bucharest in 1931, with a thesis on
Kant, the young Noica travels to

France to specialise in his
studies, between 19381939. A year later, in
7940. he completes his
doctorate in Bucharest,
becoming, for the period
behireen 7941-1944, a
philosophy reviewer at the
Romanian - German
Institute of Berlin. After the
war he lived in internalexile
in Romania and was subjected cruel$
of the communist regime: he was
forced to live for almost ten years
under house arrest in Cdmpulung

Muscel (7949-1958); he was
sentenced to 25 years in prison, of
which he served only 6 years; he was
subjected to continuous secret police
surveillance, and the unrelenting
pressures. Freed from prison in 7964,
after his retirement chose, in 7975 he
live in the mountain resort of Pdltiniq,
at a distance of about 30 km from
Sibiu, where he was buried, near a

wooden hermitage. The little building
where he lived untilhe died has been
turned into a museum.
Here, in Pdltinis, Constantin
Noica crealed " the most original
philosophical school to have been
witnessed by the cultural history of
the ex- communist countries".
,A.mongst the disciples and friends of
the master were. Gabriel Liiceanu
and Andrei Plequ, important
personalities of the Romanian culture
of the present. What would Noica's
creations have been like under
normal conditions? This will always
remain a mystery...
Amongst his main works which
have been truly treasured by readers
even in the first editions are: "Pages
about the Romanian soul",
"Romanian Philosophical Utterance",
"Eminescu, or thoughts about the
consummate man of Romanian
culture", "Becoming whithin being".
l4olilauc iullouar+ia - Famous Roman;a"sr2.

The endless
battle whith
absurd
ne of the most original and
profound playwrights of the
world, Eugen Ionescu, was
born in Slatina on the 13th of
November 7909. His father, who
graduated Law School in Paris, was
Romanian, his mother, Therese
Ipcard, was part French part Jewish.
When he was four years old, the
family of the future playwright moved
to France, where they were to stay
untll1924. when because of his
parent's divorce, Ionescu returned to
his country and will studied at the St.
Sava College in Bucharest. At the age
of 18 he began to write for the
"Literary magazine" of the high
school. beginning with the poem "
The child and bel1s". but also in "
Tickets of a parrot".
Eugen Ionescu's literary
activity would start with

immediately stirred a scandal in the
literary world. Because, being young,
Ionescu proves to be a
nonconformist. a critic of the
"lcaldut" art and an adept of new
forms in literature. In this volume he
will negatively criticise some of the
imporlant authors of the period
beh.veen the hruo world wars. \n 1929
he enrolls in the Faculty of literature
in Bucharest and starls attending
literary clubs, he meets most of the

writers of that time. In 1938, he
returns to France whith a scholarship,

intending to write a doctorate thesis
entitled " The theme of death and sin
in French poetry", which he never
finished. He returns to his country for
a short period , as a teacher at the St.
Sava College but in
7942. he leaves
Romania forever and
settles in France. We

poetry (" Elegies for
small creatures", 1931)
and criticism (NO! in
1934). The critical
volume NO!
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can never know what
Eugen Ionescu's destiny
would have been (or
Ionesco, the Parisian
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name) had he continued his activity a,
a poet and literary critic, but we do

know that from the moment when h.
stepped into the land of theatre, his
name made him the most original
playwrights of the 20th century.
He is considered to be the founde
of the Theatre of the absurd, of the
Anti-Theatre, although the phrases
do not exhaust the vastness of the
themes and motifs covered in his
creations. Everything started on the
11th of May 1950, at the Theatre
des Noctambules, when the PlaY
"The Bald Primadonna" was first
periormed, directed by Nicolas
Bataille. He wrote the text in 19481949 under the name " English
without a teacher". The play shocks.
it is anti-theatrical, a fact admitted by
Eugen Ionescu himself, it is a PlaY
about the absurdity of a world which
does not communicate anYmore, a
world which has lost its significant
language, humanity in full intellectual
regression. "The play has been
performed continuouslY, at the
Noctambules, in the same
production, reaching 13,000 shows.
Romanian spectators had the chance
to see it in Bucharest this Year, in
October: director Nicolas Bataille was
the only surviving member of the
original group. He take wrote the
following plays, " The Lesson",
"Chairs". " Victims of duty",
"Jacques or Submission", "The
Rhinoceros". which were immediately
produced for the Parisian stage,
establishing Eugen Ionescu as an
original playwright. His plays soon
moved beyond France and become
European, and afterwards theY
become Universal. The absurdity of
his plays manifests itself on dif{erent
structural levels. as a recurrent motif.
The writer covers, however, manY
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contemporary themes: the crisis of
incompatibility, the alienating
presence of death, the degradation of
human relationships, fear of isolation,
aggression, insinuating the abnormal,
submission through violence. In "the
Lesson", for example, everything
starts whithin the boundaries of
normality, wiih a Pupilwho wants
tuition from a Professor. But
normality is immediately replaced by
the absurd, because the young Pupil
wants to obtain her doctorate, and
the Professor unleashes himself and
teaches her meaningless facts,
ultimately killing her. The whole
game is part of an endless
mechanism of absurdity and murder,
before this Pupil there was another
Pupilwho had the same fate, and
there will be another one with the
same fate.
onescu subtly observes how this
',I mechanism of the absurd, of
I aberration installs itself in the
life of his characters. The list of
Eugen Ionescu's successful plays is
long' " Amadeus or how to get rid of
it", "The king dies", " The pedestrian
of the skies", "The future is in eggs",

"Macbett", "The improvisation from
Alma", "Playing butcher", "This
fantastic brothel", " Journey to the
world of the dead". His dramatic

output comprises thirty-three plays.
France's greatest theatre "La
comedie Francaise" staged in 1966,
for the first time, a play by lonescu, "
Thirst and Hunger" and afterwards
the play "The king dies". The year
1970 broughi him great
acknowledgement: he was chosen to
be a member of the French Academy
- the first Romanian with such an

important distinction.
Eugen Ionescu's work is the object
of dozens of books and hundreds of

studies, and performances of his
plays have reached tens of thousands
worldwide. Although he was invited
to return to Romania, Eugen Ionescu
did not agree with the communist
regime and preferred not to honour
these invitations. However he was
noi a forbidden writer in our country
(albeit not much appreciated): his
plays were staged in different
theatres. ln 1964 Lucian Giurchescu
was the first to direct the Eugen
Ionescu's play "The rhinoceros", at

the Comedy Theater, being followed
by director Valeriu Moisescu, in
1965, at the SmallTheater, where
he combined Ionescu and Caragiale
together in a monumentaland
shocking show: "Five sketches" and
"The Bald Primadonna".
ugen Ionescu died in Paris on
the 28th of March 1994.
regarded along with Eliade
and Cioran to be one of ihe great
Romanians of international career.
The contemporary aspect of his plays
results from the themes he covers; the
absurd is found worldwide nowadays
and the lack of communication and
isolation are worse than ever, violence
is shown throughout the media and
oppressive systems are to be found on
every continent.

Gabriel AVRAM
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Princesses

of Romanian
culture
,ilriix:p.s,orort

"The Ambassador of the
Romanian Soul" (as the historian
Nicolae Iorga and ihe writer Camil
Petrescu called her), Elena Vdcdrescu
was a descendant of the Vdcdregti,
Enachitd and Iancu Vdcdrescu poets.
She spent her childhood in the
fabulous d6cor of the sub Carpathian
hills, on the Vdcdregti estate near
Tdrgovigte, her contemplative spirit
manifesting itself freely among the
plum and walnut orchards, wandering
through the corn and wheat fields,
gazing at the horizon and seeing,
nearby, the outline of the Bucegi
Mountains.
Elena Vdcdrescu (1864 - 7947)
was a tireless traveller through the

geographic and cultural region of
Europe. Her journeys were not
fruitless: from her penwere born the
wonderful Travel Notes, which were
impressions about the places she
visited, but also portraits of the
people and civilisations she visited.
Rois et reines que j'ai connus (1908)
are lhe notes from the official trips
made to the European Courts; La
Croisiere bleue (1935) is the result of
a long Mediterranean and North
African adventure. The author
z+l l.lolibay in llouania - Famous Roman ians

At the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century there were
three exceptional cultural personalities,
three women who were the ambassadors
of the Romanian soul overseas. Elena
Vicdrescu, Anna de Noailles and Martha
Bibescu all have in common the fact that
they were very talented writers, that they
had Romanian royal blood in their veins
and that, through their literary and social
activity, which was crowned with awards
and Academy memebership in France
and Belgium, carried Romanian culture
throughout the world.

displays great erudition,
because, besides
geographical details, she
creates ample incursions
into the history, culture,
architecture. folklore and arts of the
countries she visited. Elena Vdcdrescu
can boast that she also lived among
the most illustrious political and

cultural figures of the end of the 19th
century and the beginning of the
20th: Vasile Alecsandri, LL.Caragiale,
Macedonski, Victor Hugo, Lisle,

Anna de Noailles, Proust, Anatole
France, Iorga, Octavian Goga, Lucian
Blaga, Paul Valery, D'Annuzzio,
Unamuno, Nietzsche, Nicolae
Titulescu, Sarah Bernhardt etc. To
these important figures of European
culture and civilisation, Elena
Vacdrescu dedicates portraits,
immortalising their character traits
and thinking with finesse.
For a time she was Romania's to
enjoy the League of Nations in
Geneva, an occasion on which she
was able to meet other imporlant
people of the time, but in 1934 she
was accepted into the Romanian
Academy. Like a true ambassador of
Romanian culture, Elena Vdcdrescu
was deeply preoccupied with national
folklore, the result of her efforls being
a collection named Le Rhapsode de
Dambovitza, published in 1899, for
which she received a prestigious award
from the French Academy. Her
poems, collected in five volumes

denote sentimental verse, with
romantic themes, with love songs and
romances, with images of her
homeland, in which foltr<loric customs
and traditions can be found. She
wrote hvo novels, Amor vincit (1908)
and Le sortilege (The Spell, 1911), full
of sensibility and passion. and a
number of plays. For Elena Vdcdrescu.
literafure represents "a noble effort to
reach the most perfect expression of
eternal beau$", and her heart, "even
though I was forced, due to the
terrible circumstances of life," to live
"far away from Romania, has never
stopped beating for it for even a single

moment." In 1947. when Elena
Vdcdrescu passed on. she left a series
of memoriai pages in a manuscript,
for a volume entitled "The Novel of
my life". the fresco of a troubling and
tumultuous life. dedicated to
Romanian and European culture and
civilisation. ln fact, everything she
wrote is characterised by a deep
understanding of human nature,
through sincerity and friendship and

through a vast erudition. The portrait
painted by Camil Petrescu of her
remains suggestive throughout the
years: "She was never separated from
the country in whose language she
never wrote. A Romanian woman of
the truest Romanian blood, who
claims with pride both her Romanian
origin as well as soul. Such a
personality, like Elena Vdcdrescu's,
honours two literatures."

Noailles, Martha Bibescu also attempted

to make the soul of the Romanian

With illustrious ancestors, the
Mawocordat boyars on her mother's
side and the Lahovary family on her
father's side, Martha Bibescu, married
Prince George Valentin Bibescu, and
was thus related by marriage to the
family of Napoleon Bonaparte. An
appreciated poet and novelist in her
time, in Romania as well as in France,
Martha Bibescu wrote forty books
(some under the pseudonym Lucile
Ducatx) and was made a member of
the Royal Academy in Brussels in
1955. She made her debut in 1908,
with a volume of travelnotes. Les Huit
Paradis (The Eight Paradises), which
was awarded a pnze by the French
Academy, and four years later
published "Alexandre Asiatique ou
l'histoire du plus grand possible", which
definltively placed her among the
writers of the land of Voltaire. Her
most important volume, which earned
unanimous praise, is "lzuor, the willow
country" 0923). which was
immediately translated into Romanian

English and Spanish and republished a
number of times. "l was inspired to
write Izvor by the daily life of the
villages, by the traditional rihrals
preserved for millennia by the peasants
of this mountainous forested area
where I had come to live, forever, as I
then believed, soon after my marriage.
This book came into being as a result
of daily observations; it does not
contain any event that did not trulY
happen, there is no episode that is
invented." The Romanian edition was
prefaced by Mihail Sadoveanu, and
Vasile Pdrvan, who, enthused after

reading the volume, wrote to the
author: "Contemplating the life of our
people, you have created the work not
only of a naturalist but also the work of
a lyrical poet, which is mirrored in the
quiet waters of the folk soul and the
work of a Stoic philosopher. You have
sung the praises o{ our brother, the
people, in the willow country." As with
the other "Princesses of Romanain
culture". Elena Vdcdrescu and Ana de

Descended from the Brdncoveanu line, Anna
Brdncoveanu Countess de Noailles is regarded as one of
the greatest poets of the French language, as well as a

great promoter of the arts. The Ana de Noailles Hall, on
the Hoche Avenue, attracted the greatest French authors
of 20th century Paris like a magnet: Plerre Loti, Francis
Jammes, Andre Gide, Gabriela Mistral, Colette, Paul
Valery, Jean Cocteau, Francois Mauriac, the Daudet
Brothers, Robert de Montesquieu, Paul Hervieu, Paul
Claudel, Max Jacob and many other literary people. The
nine volumes of verses she published during her lifetime
(Le Coeur innombrable, L'Ombre des jours, Les
Ebloissments, Les Vivants et les Morts, Les Forces
eternelles, Poemes de l'amour, L'Honneur de souffrir,
Exactitudes, Derniers Vers et Poemes d'enfance) give her
a unique place in French and world literature, according
to Nicolae Iorga. Her work was recognised with two
Academy seats, one at the Royal Academy in Brussels,
the other at the French Academy. She was also the first
female Colonel of the Legion of Honour. She was an
object of admiration for many writers, including Maurice
Barres, Jean Cocteau and Pierre Loti, and was the
model for the character of Countess Gaspard de
Reveillon in Marcel Proust's novel. Jean Santeuil. Her
poems were compared to the work of Swinburne and
D'Abbuzio: "Dionysian, ecstatic, sensual, erotic, playful

people known throughout Europe and
was pafi of various French culh,rral
circles, meeting important personalities
of the western world. A friend of
Marcel Proust, she even wrote a book
entitled "At the Ballwith Marcel Proust"
(1,928), in which she surprises due to
the variety of the issues discussed:
interpretation of the life and work of
the author of "Lost Time,"
autobiographical elements, notes on the
Parisian culfuralmilieu. The author also
kept a politicaldiary and corresponded
extensively with Paul C1aude1, an activity
which materialised in a volume called
"Echanges avec Paul Claudel." The
complete works of Martha Bibescu join
the good tradition of French moralists,
combined with a complete perspective
of history, a work full of reminiscences,
biographies, memoirs and political
journalism which happily complete it.
Considered by Francois Mauriac as
"the most admirable female intelligence
I know." Martha Bibescu was one of
the greatest humanists Romania has
given to the world, capable of making
known the fact that great people are
born in this land as well.

and sometimes violent and always marked
by a tragic undercurrent", as one reviewer
of the time described her poems. Her
literary prestige in the era was so great that
Joseph Reinach characterised her thus:
"Madame, in France there are only three
miracles: Jeanne d'Arc, the Marne River and you." In
Paris at the beginning of the 20th century, when love
poetry had been replaced by the raucous experiments of
the avant-garde, the verses of Anna de Noailles remained
the last bastion of resistance of the sentiments of the
heart. In this sense, the words of Elena Vdcdrescu about
the Countess de Noailles's love lyrics are significant:
"Western women do not know and will never know how
to love. Women since the Middle Ages, even though they
were so close to the crusades, have needed homage and
the external tokens of an excessive courtly respect.
Those of the Renaissance are dominant. None of them,
absolutely none of them, until now, have succombed
from ihe very beginning and, when they are in love, they
wish to be the first to inspire feelings. When they agree
to allow a man into their life, they remain proud and,
from the very first moment, they have the instinctive
urge to subjugate their adversary. For French women in
particular, the batile between the sexes knows no truce;
the weapons are those of sensibility, with all its nuances,
of course. The most surprising thing in this story is that
Anna de Noialles was excessively western in this respect:
a woman whom oniy God knew how self-willed she was.
Her poems were dictated by the desire to be the
messenger of the East - this is why her verses are a
remarkable exception in western literature."
llohlaat in llonauia' Famous
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The Pioneers

of Romanian
Flisht
In Romania, around the beginning
of the 16th century, a man from
Sibiu built a three piece space rocket.
The facts are genuine: in 1961,
Romanian researcher Doru Todericiu
discovered in the archives of Sibiu
that a certain Conrad Haas, head of
the artillery warehouse, had designed
and built such a flying object. It
seems that work on designing this
three piece rocket began in 1526,
and the rocket itself was launched
into the air in 1555. In the
manuscript in question, it is recorded
that Conrad Haas first designed a
two-stage rocket, and then enriched
his invention by adding a third stage,
after which he also invented a rocket
battery, a flying house (a sort of
space capsule). Finally, in the
presence of thousands of witnesses,

in 1555, he sent "his flying lance'
into the sky. The fuel used was a
solid consisting of powders whose
composition is not known, but if
required it could be replaced with
ethyl acetate, ammonia, acetic acid
or other substances. It is certain that
the event caused quite a stir at the
time, but the echoes quickly died out,
probably because people of the
epoch could not see the usefulness o{
a trip into space.
Conrad Haas was born in 1509
and died in 1579. He was the chief
pyrotechnician of the city of
Hermanstadt (Sibiu) and worked for
forty years on a treatise about the
construction and use of rockets. As
Vasile Avram observes, in his book
Germans in Romanian Aeronautics,
Conrad Haas describes rockets in

Also from Sibiu, Hermann Oberth was born in
1894 and died ln 1989 in Nurenberg. He is
regarded as the founding father of rockets and
astronautics. From childhood, as he admitted, he was
fascinated with Jules Verne's books, especially
Journey to the Moon and From the Earth to the
zal14olilary ia lloua*h. Famous Romanians

For over a year, Discovery
Channel has been broadcasting
short films to celebrate the hundred
years since humanity invented the
first flying machine and took to the
air. Readers will be surprised to
discover that Romanians contributed
to the invention of the first flying
machines, not only through Aurel
Vlaicu, Traian Vuia and Henri
Coandi, but also through other, less
well known names, during times
when flying was seen as something
that could not be achieved and
served no purpose. Their names are
Conrad Hass and Hermann Oberth.
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rockets, which used solid fuel, but
also flammable and explosive
substances. Haas invented a rocket
launcher, a forerunner of the
Russian Katiushas, but he also
handled camouflage methods,
inventing a type of smoke candle.
However, the military and political
authorities of the time did not
properly appreciate his inventions,
which were unfortunately forgotten.
Or else, who knows, perhaps the
era of space travel could have begun
earlier.

Moon, with his fascination quickly giving way to
scientific research. He built his first model rocket at
the age of 74, while he was a student, introducing the
concept of burning fuel in stages. The first university
he attended was, however, medical school. During the
First World War he served as a doctor, and later
dedicated himself to physics, completing a doctorate
on rocket science in 1922. His thesis was, however,
rejected, being considered utopian and a fantasy. The
man from Sibiu was not discouraged though, and
published the work under the title of Rockets in
Interplanetary Space, followed another, entitled Ways
to Travel in Space, in 1929. His published works
brought him a certain prestige, especially since it was
a pioneer subject, and Oberth was employed as a
consultant on the first science fiction film, Women on
the Moon, directed by the famous Fritz Lang. Also in
7929, assisted by students of the Technical University
of Berlin, Hermann Oberth l;aunched his first liquid
iuel rocket: the Kegelduse. The famous Wernher von
Braun, a student at the time, took part in the

experiment, and later became a collaborator in the
creation of the V2 rockets at Peenemunde. In 1953.
he published the book Man in Space, describing the
prototype for a space reflector, a geostationary
station, a space ship and the design of space suits.
He joined Wernher von Braun in the United States,
for various space experiments, putting together a
study dedicated to the development of space
technology over the next ten years. Hermann Oberth
also designed a lunar vehicle, a lunar catapult, a silent
airplane and a helicopter invisible to radar. He worked
as a consultant for a number of consortiums in the
United States and Germany. He also tried to apply
his talents, given the oil crisis of the '70s, to
alternative energ7 sources, designing a wind power
plant. At present, at Feucht, in Germany, there is a
Space Museum which bears his name, as well as a
Hermann Oberth Society, made up of researchers
and astronauts from all over the world, who research
and exPand his work'

Gabriel AVRAM
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The founder

of biospeleology
milRacovi{d, born in 1868 in
Jassy, was a Romanian

speologist and biologist of
lr.ternational reputation; founder of
r:o speology, a new science in those
::r'res. which studied underground
.auna. He spent his childhood in
Soranesti-Vaslui. but he returned to

:re Moldavian capital to attend
rdmary schoolwith non other than
:ne famous author of Childhood
\lemories, Ion Creangd. At the
:r'rsistence of his father, he studied in
Lai,"'School at first, but shortly after

re heeded his calling and entered
:he Science Faculty at the
Sorbonne in Paris, from
ii hich he graduated in
1891. A studious spirit
dedicated to research,
Racovitd was not amongst
:hose who went to Paris to
study how to wear a tie",
and in 7896 he received his
Coctorate. Between

lz
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7897-1899 he was a member of the
famous Belgian Antartic Expedition,
returning with an impressive
collection of 1,600 botanical and
zoological specimens. His research
also resulted in a study of whales and
promoted him as an expert in the
field of Oceanology: he was offered
the job of Deputy Director of the
Oceonology Laboratory in Banyulssur-Mer, France. His vocation as
scientist impelled him to leave the
offices of the institute in 1904. and.
following some discoveries in the
marine cave in Mallorca. he then
. dedicated himself to biospeology, the science he also
founded. For a period of
almost 15 years, he studied
the fauna of caves. and in
7920 he returned to
Romania. where he
founded. the first BioSpeology Institute in Cluj.
He also u'rote books

regarding the respective fields, of
which the most remarkable are :
"Essai sur les problemes
biospeologiques" (1907) and

"Speologia" (1927), as well as a
seminal paper on his scientific
thinking, " Evolution and its
problems" (7927). Unfortunately for
him. for a period of four years. in
which the Ardeal region was
separated from its mother - country,
by the Dictate of Vienna, and the
activity of the institute partially
stopped, being transferred to
Timisoara. Emil Racovi{d's personalitl
imposed itself in many domains.
Because he was not indifferent to the
problems of Romania, he was a
Senator in Clujbeiween 1926 and

7929. and behveen 7929-7930he
was Rector of the University in CIuj.
Befuteen 7926-7929 he was elecled
President of the Romanian Academy
of Science. He was very interested in
ethnological research, and in statistic
terms, his activity achieved records
hard to match: through the
international bio-speology programme
he created and coordinated, 1,200
ca,,,es in Europe and Africa have been
exirloled. a collection o{ 50.000
animals has L-,een created. and 66
tr-eatises ol s:::e:r"anean fauna have
been pLrbiis:ec. r :t;;rising over
6.000 pages L r:il the end of his life
in 1947 . Erril Racovitd administered
the Institr-r:e ci Speology, establishing,
through his prestige, the science of
undergro.ind biology, especially
focusing on the understanding of the
historu of the subterranean
enr.ironment. The Great
Enc-tclopedias of the world regard
Emil Racovi{d as not only the founder
of bio-speology, but also one of the
strongest personalities of world
science. a reason for which Romania
can be proud. because through the
genius and effort of the scientist from
Jassy, our country has long ago
gained its well- deserved place in
Europe.

lbuth
without youth

Romania, Gerovital and Ana
Aslan form an insoluble triad.
The Romanian doctor who
invented the prodigious elixir for
long life, this "Faust in a skirt"
who beat the terrible and
invincible enemy, old age, has
become one of the most
famous personalities of our
time. (Sergio Piscitello)

the population aged behi,reen 40 and
60 exposed to early ageing or chronic
pathology were carried out. In 7957,
the first important results of thls
research were recorded: Ana Aslan
gave her name to and patented the
first medicine of her treatment method

-

n the evolution of Romanian
tourism there is a moment of
glory - by far not the only one which older generations of experts will
probably never forget. It is called "Ana
Aslan", the founder of the famous
Romanian school of geriatrics, the first
of its kind in the world, whose
purpose was to flght, wlth the
weapons of science, against an
phenomenon of acute world interest the premature ageing of the human
body. The pioneering activity of the
Romanian school of geriatrics was a
true revolution in the world market of
health and tourism. The founding of
the National Geriatrics and
Gerontology Institute by academic
Professor Ana Aslan (1897-1988) was
to transform Bucharest, the capital of
Romania, into a kind of "Mecca" for
the elderly of the world. Its history
began in 7952, when the unwonted
scientist established the institute at 9
Mdndstirea Cdlddrugani Street in
Bucharest. Two years later,
Professor Ana Aslan introduced
a new research goal in the
activity of the NGGI gerontology - and commenced
the world's first studies into the
factors that contribute to the
early ageing of people. At the
insistence of our great scientist,
the geronto-prophylaxis section
was set up in Otopeni and
more than 200 centres of this
lype were throughout the
country for research. This is
where tests on the majority of

I
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GerovitalH3 vials. To test the
elficiency of the medication, a study
was carried out on 7 ,600 patients and
avery large number of animals. In
1963, the pinnacle of her research
was reached. Ana Aslan patented
Gerovital H3 pills, a therapeutic cream
with the same name, and a capillary
lotion. Together with L Polovrageanu,
the scientist created the new geriatric
product Aslavital, administered in pills
and vials, patented and put into mass
production. These are, in shori, the
main steps of Ana Aslan's research
and the evolution of her methods in
the fight against a scourge that
continuously threatens approximately
20 per cent of the world's population
- premafure ageing of people in their
third cycle of life.
The impact of Ana Aslan's
method and medication in the
medical world and tourism was huge.
Until the appearance of the "fairy" of
Montreal - gymnast Nadia Comdneci
- and tennis genius Ilie Ndstase,
Romania's name was synonymous in
the world with that of the scientist
Ana Aslan, from the banks of the

Danube (the professor was born in
the beautiful city of Brdila, on the
banks of the old Danubius). The
statistics that exist in Otopeni where the representative branch of
the NGGI is found - confirm the fact
that Bucharest had become, with no
exaggeration, a sort of Mecca for old
people from every continent. We
have before us a chart that proves
that, since 1952 until 2001, over
150,000 tourists and patients from
all over the world were admitted to

the Otopeni section or benefited
from out-patient treatments of the
"Ana Aslan method". A fact that
cannot be doubted, which was
extraordinary for that time.
t is enough for us to say.
- perhaps.
that besides normal
I
I people in their third life cycle.
numerous celebrities also benefited
from Ana Aslan's treatments, either at
Otopeni or through out-patient
treatment, including heads of state like
Charles de Gaulle (France), J.F.
Kennedy (USA), I.B. Tito (Yugoslavia),
Marcos (Philippines), Suharto
(lndonesia), singers and famous actors,
such as Frank Sinatra (USA), Claudia
Cardinale (ltaly), Jean Marais (France)
- the list includes over one hundred
such names.
Ana Aslan received numerous
awards for her research and the
products she created: the international
"Leon Bernard" award and medal, a
prestigious distinction granted
by the OMS, for contribution to
the development of gerontology
and geriatrics; Merito della
Republica (ltaly), Knight of the
Palmas Academica Order
(France), Professor Honoris
Causa and Honoured Doctor of
the Braganza Paulista University

in Brazll.
Gerovital H3 and Aslavital,
essential medication in the
treatment of old age created
by Ana As1an, have been
patented in many countries.
&/.$'4
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The poet

of coy
loves
t is rare io reach Constanta. the
ancient citv ol Tomis, where the
great Larin poet Publius Ovidius
Naso died, and not to do everything
possible to see the stah-re which looks
out across the open sea, seemingly
waiting for news from home, from
Sulmona. Amatory as wellas political
intrigues sent him here in exile in the
year 8 A.D. Ovid managed to become
acquainted, on this gloomy coast.
buffeted by fierce winds. the native
Getai, whose language he learned and
about whom he also wrote a book of
verses, not extant. Ovid journeyed to
the next world far from his homeland,
in 17 A.D. It is not known where his

',I
I

grave lies. The statue in Constan{a
Square which bears his name shows
him handsomely arrayed in a toga,
with a distinguished, elegant face,
which always impressed our Latin
ancestors. It is clear that he conquered
many hearls. He was also the poet of

tender love, which he glorified like no
other. Romantics who wander the
Romanian port ask themselves even
now, before his statue, what kind of
man he must have been. Thanks to his
verses, however, we can create an
image of the natives among whom he
lived his finalyears. Ovid can thus be
considered the first poet of Romanian
soil.

xiled to Tomis, to a barbarous
land, the great Latin poet
became a close observer of
people and places. Seemingly

strengthening the antique sources,
beginning with Herodotus's "Histories",
in which our ancestors are referred to
as "the bravest and fairest of the
Thracians," the poet who was born in
the Sicilian Sulmona regards the GetaiDacians as the oldest and most
numerous nation in this area. In his
verses he gives us details of their way
zolft.lolilay iu llonauia- Famous Romanians

of life, their manner of dress and their
physiognomy. You remember, of
course, what the winter looked like in
the Pontic lands (Tristia, III, 10): "At
the time, because of the cold, the
barbarians would put on sheepskin
coats,/ they put on peasant trousers:
they leave only their cheeks
uncot'ered. And lcicles e'.en iorm in
their hair./ Their beards shine with
hoarfrost.'
Seeming to be descended from the
depictions on the triumphant
monument "Tropaeum Traiani" at
Adamclisi - "On horses, hosts of
Sarmatians and Gelai/ Wander the
roads: they come and then they go!" many of them live in the city of Tomis,
mixed with Greeks, and own most of
the houses. Nor does the great poet
omit the harvest of the grapes: "The
wine lreezes here and it retains the
shape of the jug

/

And you don t

drink it but break it up into
pieces!"

efore Ovid, in his
"Georgics",
Vergil left us
the news that. in
ancient times, the
Danube was
navigated as well as
used for transport with
dry land vehicles, with

"large wagons", during
heavy winters when

the water would
freeze. The wintry
vista of the Istru and
even of the lrozen
sea, reh-rrns obsessively

in Ovid's epistles.
When he refers to the
Getai, the poet also
mentions other peoples
who lived together with
the former on the

Pontus Euxinus, an important place
being held by the Sarmatians: "Where
ships travelled, one can walk / And
you hear the sound of hooves on the
{rozen river./ On the bridges newly
built across the water./ The Sarmatian
oxen pass. pulling rvagons (Tristia. III.
10). Those terrible r,r,inters only rarely'
happen on the shores of the Ponrus
Euxinus nowadays...
n another epistle (Tristia. III 12).
- Ouia,
describing the anival of
I
I spring in the land of Dobrogea.
offers us again the image of the ancient
land vehicle, with visualcombining with
the sonorous effects' "And I? I can see
here how the snow mells,/ Water is no
longer taken from lhe frozenlake,/
The sea no longer freezes, you can no
longer hear on the Istru / The squeak
of the cart of the Sarmatian cow
herder." Alongside the depictions
on the triumphal monument at
Adamclisi, Ovid's work is an
important documeni for
reconstrucLion of thc daily
lifa oi ihe Cetai-Dacians.
The poet s quill
combined with the
chisel of the stone

cutter to offer us a
chronicle of the multimillenary iife in this land,
which is otherwise difficult
to imagine. In a few
months, it willbe 1990
years since the death
of the unfortunate

poet. Perhaps one
day luck will show
archaeologists the
place where this
man. whose work
and life continue

to fascinate

us
even today, Iies

buried.

The consummate
being

of Romanian
culture

Mihai Eminescu is what Goethe is
to the Germans, Puskin is to the
Russians, Victor Hugo is to the
French, or Edgar Poe is to the
Americans. "There are only great
poets in the world - wrote G.
Cilinescu, the most important
exegete of Eminescu - in no case
great national poets and great
universal poets, and whoever is
great at home, is great
everywhere, because people are
the same everywhere, they all
laugh and cry the same way. He
who sings of the depths of the
soul is a great poet, but through
this he has a cosmic language."
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or the Romanian people, Eminescu has remained
forever young: desiiny decided that he should pass
away in the summer of 1889, at the age of just
39. A bronze statue located in front of the Romanian
Athenaeum in Bucharest has preserved his image
symbolising, both for the author of this memorial, sculptor
Gheorghe Anghel, and for allsucceeding generations, the
Evening Star, the hero of Eminescu's impressive poem of
the same title - a strange legend about the incapacity of the

genius to enjoy earthly happiness
ndowed with a strange beauty in his teenage years
and early youth, Eminescu has preserved the same
aura in eterni!, enjoying the very rare privilege of
sharing an equally noble and generous character. His
seriousness, his huge capacity for work, the force to
embrace and synthesise Romanian historical spirituality,
with which he became acquainted while walking in almost
allthe Romanian provinces, form the matchless Model,
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offered by the national poet up to our days, of the most
genuine and purest aspirations towards a lofty ldeal.
hen following in the footsteps of Eminescu,
the last great European romantic, travellers

to Romania will have the opportunity to
become acquainted with some of the finest regions and
localities of the country. In the village of Ipotegti, one

can see the house where the poet was born on the 15th
of January 1850, which has been turned into a
museum. Not far away, in the town Botogani, one can
admire the old Uspenia Church, which dates back to the
16th century. and where the infant Mihai was
christened. BIai a city with old religious and educational
traditions, the village of Rasinari and the mediaeval city
of Sibiu. and Jass.v. the capital city of
Moldavia. r."'ere al1 connected to the
poet's most important and impressive
love story. Giurgiu. a town situated on
the banks of the Danube. Constan{a, a
Black Sea port. Arad and Oravi{a are
just some of the places that evoke
events inthe life of the poet.
Eminescu's feverish existence came to
an end in Bucharest... His grave can
be seen in Bellu cemetery, a kind of
Romanian Pdre Lachaise. where the
most outstanding personalities of
Romanian spiritual life have found
eternal rest.
s he had always wished for, the

poet rests under a linden tree,
the tree with which he had
fallen in love during a childhood spent in
the countryside, amidst mysterious
forests and lakes, where as he once
wrote "allfairy tales meet..."
32l14olibav, in llouauia - Famous Romani ans

public and the rest of the world
er paintings started to sell
at fabulous prices, behrueen

The litt\e

50.000 and 160.000
dollars a piece and now adorn the
walls of many galleries and the houses

Picasso
ithout doubt, painter
Alexandra Nechita is one
of the most remarkable
contemporary painters in the world.
And how can we not be proud that
her name is registered in the gallery
o[ authentic talents born in our
country. such as Brancusi, Ionescu
and Eliade, whose merits have been
internationally acknowledged. The
very story of Alexandra's family
foretold a special destiny for her:
when Viorica, the mother of the little
girl, was 6 months pregnant, her
father, Nicolae, managed to escape
from communist Romania, fleeing to
the United States. As soon as he
arrived in the land of opportunity, he
began his battle to reunite the family.
His efforts were rewarded and in
7987 ,little Alexandra, who was born
in Vaslui in 1985. met her father for
the first time, on American soil. The
family was reunited in Los Angeles,
the city where she now lives. What

followed proved to be an
extraordinary talent, which was
interpreted in the beginning as a
serious cause for concern: because
the little girlwas so absorbed by her
colouring books, she became much
too isolated. Niki and Vioica stopped
buying her such things. But, when
they saw that their little girl genuinely
suffered in the absence of these
objects, her parents realised that they
were not just a childish
whim and they allowed
her to follow her natural
inclinations.
hen she was
l
l
I

I
I

four years
old
Alexandra started to
draw abstract figures,
which were reminiscent
of the paintings of
Picasso and did not
compare to the usual
drawings of children her
age. By the age of six,
Alexandra was already
easily using paintbrushes

and gouache, as well as oil paints, and
the canvases she painted became
more and more interesting and
complex. After finishing 3rd grade,
her parents employed an art teacher,
named Elmira Adamian, who was left
speechless when she saw the girl's
sketch notebook . The teacher
encouraged the parents to let ihe little
girldevelop nafurally, regardless of any
specialist courses which would
influence her style one way or
another. Her first exhibition was held
in Los Angeles, when Alexandra was
only 8 years old.
he news of this incredible
artistic talent immediately
exploded in the American
press, which hastened to dub her, as
she was later to become famous all
over the world, the "little Picasso".

Indeed, the similarity behrueen her
paintings and those belonging to the
great artist is startling, even to an
amateur in the field of painting. Her
true acknowledgement took place on
the occasion of the exhibition at the
great gallery of Mary Paxon, where
she was invited to exhibit,
immediately after her first
"presentation to the world". The
newspapers began to write extensively
about the little Romanian painter of
genius, whose works with cubist
accents equal and even surpass the
creations of mature artists. In the
months that followed,
Alexandra was invited

to exhibit in many
other well-known
galleries, and at the age
of 10 she could already
boast eight personal
exhibitions and over
250 paintings. Shows
with wide audiences
such as Sunday
Morning with Charles
Osgood on CBS, Today
(NBC)and the famous
Oprah Winfrey Show.
finally defined her in

front of the American

of celebrities.
imilarly, few contemporary
painters can claim to have
had, at her age, so many
awards and prestige titles:
remarkable artist of the year (Lincoln
Center, New York), most interesting
woman of the year (CBS), the Award
for remarkable young people (Osaka,
Japan), Heart to Heart Diploma
(Andre Agassi Foundaiion), Portrait
of America Diploma (Cambridge
University), to mention but a few.
Alexandra has often returned to
Romania to exhibit her creations or
simply to visit her family. Her talent
continues to grow, and as a wellknown art critic from across the
Ocean has stated: "Her
transformation into a mature artist
will end in an undiscovered land".
She continues to paint and it seems
the most natural thing to her, but she
says her talent is not only a gift, but
also the result of her true
dedication." While other children
used to come home and then hurry
to go out and play, I would go to my
room and start painting. It is not
something that was imposed on me,
it was always my own decision.
However, I do not believe I am
different from others. At home I
behave normaly, and my parents do
not treat me as a celebrity. What I
would wish for is for other children
to share my opportunity, to have the
possibility to express and do what
they know best," Alexandra stated in
an interview a few years ago. What
does the young girl think about her
paintings? What she wishes the most
is for her paintings to awaken
pleasant memories- a certain state of
mind, a trip, a certain place. Asked if
she was inspired by Picasso,
Alexandra admits that he is her idol.
but reminds everybody that at the
age of 7-8, she could not have
known much about his art. Does she
like being famous? Of course, but
there would be a problem: she does
not want the public or the press to
continue talking about her as being
the "little Picasso". "Nechita and that
is all", the young artists says. Surely,
she has not reached the peak of her
artistic value.
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The transformations

of a rnyth
I am looking at some mediaeval
engravings which portray the famous
Vlad the Impaler, known to the world
as Dracula. Two of them, both with
the same title - *The forest of stakes"present the terrifuing prince alone at a
table, in front of some plates and a
full cup, while his victims either cry
out, impaled on long, sharpened
stakes, or lie scattered on the ground,
dismembered by the merciless
executioner. Other engravings dating
from the 15th and early 16th
centuries, reveal the face of the
prince. However, these faces do not
resemble each other, the only
similarity in features being the cruel,
frightening expression... A critical
moment in the literary fate of Dracula,
with whom he is compared, takes
place in the 19th century. The
Irishman Bram Stoker places the
action of the novel in the B6rgiu
Gorge, a region which separated
Transylvania from Moldavia. The book
was to surpass the author's wildest
ucharest was first mentioned

in a document dating from
the 20th of September 7459,
issued by Prince Vlad the Impaler.
Whenever they hear about Vlad the
Impaler, foreigners think about
Dracula, the vampire, who has
haunted the imagination for more
than a century. For Romanians - with
their folk culture abundant in fantastic
heroes such as ghosts, imps, goblins
and werewolves - the "godfather" of
the city on the Ddmbovita river has
completely different connotations. For
instance, they know that in the time of
the Impaler - who discovered a
remedy for banditry - a purse full of
money left in the road could stillbe
found the next day in the same
galt4olilayt iu\onania - Famous Romanians

dreams, becoming a masterpiece. As
well as the publication of these worksamong which research prestigious
historians have tried to separate fact
from fiction- films have also been
made, based on the book. It is
sufficient to mention, for example, the
film directed by Coppola. Ironically
neither Stoker nor Coppola ever
visited the birthplace of Dracula, until
the latter directed the film...
place... Equally true is that, for more
than a century. the invocation of our
hero in a famous poem by our
national poet often makes Romanians
cite these h,rro lines:
"Rise once more, O, Impaler! Take
and divide these men
As lunatics and rogues into hruo big
tribes.... "

Beyond the terrible legend going
on endlessly about his deeds, Vlad the
Impaler is an exceptional historical
character who really existed. It is
worthwhile to know about his reallife.
He was the descendant of the most
outstanding ruling family in Wallachia,
the Basarabs. His father, Vlad Dracul,
was the nafural son of the
distinguished Voivode Mircea cel

Batrdn (Mircea the Old) (1386-1418).
Vlad Dracul (Vlad the Devil) hruice
wore the crown of Wallachia (143674421 1443-1447) and the meaning
of his name is not connected with a
cruelty of any kind, but with the fact
that he was given the chivalric order of
the Dragon. The Romanian word
"drac" derives from the Latin
"dragon" and that is why, instead of
Vlad Dragonul, his name was Vlad
Dracul.

Vlad the Impaler, nicknamed

'."'.
.

Dracula, meaning the son
of Dracul, also ruled twice

7456-1462; 1476. His
favourite punishment was
impalement, hence the
epithet "lmpaler". The
times when he ruled were
troublesome, unsafe,
unpredictable. At ihat
time, not only here, but

throughout Europe,
heroism could be
equivalent with
abnormality, or even with
monstrosity. Yet, he was
no more cruel or more
bloodthirsty than other
crowned heads of that
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time. He had a troublesome and
unhappy existence, his audacity and
political genius bringing him
misfortune. He spent more than 10
years of his life in the prison at
Visegrad, thanks to the Hungarian
king Matei Corvin... No sooner was
he released from prison than he took
the throne again, in 1,476, but only
for a few months as he was taken by
surprise by his rival, Laiota Basarab,
and killed by the latter in batttle.
place where Vlad the
--he
Impaler
was buried is Lhe
!
I object of many disputes. It is
thought that the prototype of the
legendary Dracula is buried in the
church of the Snagov Monastery.
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